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Reward from Prediction Difference:
The reward function for EPI-policy is given by 
the difference between two prediction models.

Interleaved training: 
The prediction model and the EPI-policy is 
trained alternatingly until convergence.

Task Policy Execution with EPI:
At the beginning of each episode, the agent first 
follows the EPI-policy to get an embedding !. 
The task policy will concatenate ! into the input.
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Table 1: Comparison of testing results. Hopper is evaluated by the accumulated reward in one
episode. Higher reward implies better performance. Striker is evaluated by the final distance be-
tween the object and the goal. A smaller distance implies a better performance.

METHOD Hopper: Reward (") Striker: Final Distance (#)

Baselines

Simple Policy 414 ± 313 1.660 ± 2.010
Invariant Policy 1025 ± 49 0.297 ± 0.068
Random Interaction Policy 1101 ± 27 0.410 ± 0.047
History Policy 1143 ± 156 0.259 ± 0.038
Recurrent Policy 917 ± 180 0.418 ± 0.051
System Id Policy 1033 ± 81 1.113 ± 0.106
Direct Reward 1057 ± 310 0.458 ± 0.004

Ours EPI + Task-specific Policy 1303± 173 0.162± 0.015

Ablations
No Vine Data 1214 ± 138 0.293 ± 0.018
No Regularization 1203 ± 397 0.308 ± 0.019
No Vine and No Regularization 1237 ± 78 0.324 ± 0.057

Oracle Oracle Policy 1474 ± 205 0.133 ± 0.034

5.1 PERFORMANCE OF TASK POLICY

The training curves for the EPI Policy and three representative baselines are presented in Fig. 2(b)
and Fig. 3(b). The final performance of the best Oracle Policy across random seeds is plotted as a
dotted line as an upper bound. Average curves are plotted for other policies with standard deviation
across seeds. We observe that for both the Hopper and the Striker environments, the EPI Policy
achieves better performance than the baselines and is comparable to the performance of the Oracle
Policy. To further validate our results, we test our final learned task polices ⇡task on heldout test
environments and present these results in Table. 1. For Hopper, our method achieves an average
episode reward of 1303 ± 173, at least 14.0% better than all the baselines. For Striker, our method
achieves a final distance of 0.162 ± 0.015(m) to the goal, at least 37.5% more accurate than all the
baselines.

The baselines under-perform due to multiple reasons. Without any information of the environment,
Simple Policy and Invariant Policy are not able to adapt to the different testing environments. The
Random Interaction Policy, the History Policy and the Recurrent Policy, are all able to use environ-
ment information and are hence better than the invariant Policy. However, the EPI Policy can learn
a lot more efficiently since it has a separate policy that explicitly probes the environment.

Even though a System Identified Policy has extra access to true environment parameters during
training time, its performance will be limited when the number of changing parameters increases.
To further verify this, we trained System Identified Policy for Hopper when only 2 variables are
changing. It achieves a low mean squared error of 10�5 for environment parameter estimation.
However, when 8 parameters of the Hopper are changing, the mean squared error is around 10�2.
Furthermore, this baseline still relies on the assumption that the task-specific policy will capture
environment nuances just like the History Policy. This may limit the performance in Striker even
when only 2 parameters are changing.

Finally, the Direct Reward Policy learns slowly and is hence worse than using EPI-policies. We
attribute this to the added difficulty in credit assignment, i.e. a high reward for the task-specific
policy is not necessarily caused by a good interaction, but the interaction policy would still receive
the high reward.

5.2 ENVIRONMENT EMBEDDING

To understand what the EPI-policy learns, we visualize the embeddings given by interactions. We
run interactions over the randomized environments and plot the output embedding in Fig. 2(c) for
the Hopper and in Fig. 3(c) for the Striker. The embedding shows a correspondence to environment
parameters with similar environments being closer to each other. This means that the agent learns
to disentangle state transition differences induced by different environment parameters. This also
demonstrates that it has learned to generate distinguishable trajectories in differing environments.
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A key challenge in RL is environment 
generalization. We propose to learn a policy that 
probes a new environment to extract an implicit 
understanding of that environment. 


